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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a turning drive
control unit configured to control the driving of the turning
mechanism of a construction machine and to a construc-
tion machine including the same.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Conventionally, a construction machine has
been proposed that has an electric motor as a power
source for a turning mechanism for turning an upper-part
turning body. In such a construction machine, the turning
mechanism is accelerated (driven) by the power running
operation of the electric motor, while a regenerative op-
eration is performed at the time of decelerating (braking)
the turning mechanism to charge a battery with generat-
ed electric power (for example, JP 2004-036303 A). Fur-
ther, the construction machine described in JP
2004-036303 A has a hydraulic pump in order to hydrau-
lically drive other drive mechanisms than the turning
mechanism, and has a generator connected via a speed-
increasing machine to an engine for driving this hydraulic
pump, so as to use the electric power produced by power
generation to charge the battery and to drive the electric
motor of the turning mechanism.
[0003] EP 1 731 680 A1 discloses a rotation brake
method and device for a working machine in order to
stop, in an emergency, a revolving superstructure quickly
from rotating while preventing damage of a mechanical
brake, by drivingly swiveling a revolving superstructure
using a permanent magnetic-type swiveling electric mo-
tor; in an emergency, such as a malfunction in a drive or
control system for the swiveling electric motor, allowing
electric power generated in the electric motor due to in-
ertial rotation to be consumed in an external braking re-
sistor so as to make an electric braking action; and acti-
vating a mechanical brake to stop the rotation and hold
the stopped revolving superstructure when a rotation
speed of the revolving superstructure becomes equal to
or lower than a preset value.
[0004] US 2005/253542 A1 discloses a rotation control
device for a working machine. In a neutral range preset,
there are set a zone for stopping and holding a rotating
body only by a mechanical brake, a zone for holding the
body only by performing position holding control, and a
zone for simultaneously exerting both effects, i.e., the
effect of the mechanical brake and the effect of the hold-
ing control. On-the-spot holding torque generated when
the position holding control is performed is stored. The
higher of the on-the-spot holding torque stored and ac-
celerating torque according to an operation amount of
the body at a rotation starting time is set as electric motor
torque for acceleration. When performing a pressing
work including pressing a bucket against an object for
work, torque control is carried out according to the oper-

ation amount.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] In the case of stopping the electric motor for
driving the turning mechanism of the upper-part turning
body in a driven state, if the electric motor is stopped in
a state with a large braking torque, impact due to the
backlash of gears of the turning mechanism may be
caused.
[0006] The occurrence of teeth hitting due to such
backlash causes a large impact to be transmitted to the
upper-part turning body, thus causing a problem in that
a smooth stop is prevented to degrade ride quality. Fur-
ther, there is a problem in that the continuation of teeth
hitting due to backlash damages gears of the turning
mechanism.
[0007] The present invention has an object of providing
a turning drive control unit that makes ride quality good
at a turning stop time and enables a construction machine
to have a longer useful service life, and a construction
machine including the same.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0008] A turning drive control unit according to the
present invention is provided as set forth in claim 1. Pre-
ferred embodiments of the present invention may be
gathered from the dependent claims.
[0009] A construction machine according to the
present invention includes the turning drive control unit
as described above.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0010] According to the present invention, the effect is
produced that it is possible to provide a turning drive con-
trol unit that makes ride quality good at a turning stop
time and enables a construction machine to have a longer
useful service life, and a construction machine including
the same.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

FIG. 1 is a side view illustrating a construction ma-
chine including a turning drive control unit.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of the construction machine including the turning
drive control unit.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating relays attached to a
turning electric motor in the construction machine.
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a conversion charac-
teristic of converting the amount of operation of an
operation lever 26A into a speed command (a speed
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command for causing a turning electric motor 21 to
rotate to cause an upper-part turning body 3 to turn)
in a speed command conversion part 31 of the con-
struction machine.
FIG. 5 is a control block diagram illustrating a con-
figuration of a turning drive control unit.
FIG. 6 is a chart illustrating a procedure for controlling
the driving of the turning electric motor 21 by a main
control part 60 of the turning drive control unit 40.
FIG. 7 is a characteristics chart for illustrating an op-
eration at a time when turning is stopped by the drive
control of the turning drive control unit 40.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of the turning drive control unit 40.
FIG. 9 is a chart illustrating a procedure for controlling
the driving of the turning electric motor 21 by the
main control part 60 of the turning drive control unit
40.
FIG. 10 is a characteristics chart for illustrating an
operation at a time when turning is stopped by the
drive control of the turning drive control unit 40.
FIG. 11 is a chart illustrating a procedure for control-
ling the driving of the turning electric motor 21 by the
main control part 60 of the turning drive control unit
40.
FIG. 12 is a characteristics chart for illustrating an
operation at a time when turning is stopped by the
drive control of the turning drive control unit 40.
FIG. 13 is a chart illustrating a procedure for control-
ling the driving of the turning electric motor 21 by the
main control part 60 of the turning drive control unit
40 of an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 14 is a characteristics chart for illustrating an
operation at a time when turning is stopped by the
drive control of the turning drive control unit 40 of the
embodiment.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0012] A description is given below of a turning drive
control unit and a construction machine including the
same.
[0013] FIG. 1 is a side view illustrating a construction
machine including a turning drive control unit.
[0014] An upper-part turning body 3 is mounted
through a turning mechanism 2 on a lower-part traveling
body 1 of this hybrid construction machine. Further, in
addition to a boom 4, an arm 5, a bucket 6, and a boom
cylinder 7, an arm cylinder 8, and a bucket cylinder 9 for
hydraulically driving them, a cabin 10 and power sources
are mounted on the upper-part turning body 3.

[Overall Configuration]

[0015] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-
ration of the construction machine including the turning
drive control unit. In FIG. 2, a double line, a solid line, a
broken line, and a one-dot-chain line indicate a mechan-

ical power system, a high-pressure hydraulic line, a pilot
line, and an electric drive and control system, respective-
ly.
[0016] An engine 11 as a mechanical drive part and a
motor generator 12 as an assist drive part are both con-
nected to the input shafts of a reduction machine 13 as
a power-up machine. Further, a main pump 14 and a pilot
pump 15 are connected to the output shaft of this reduc-
tion machine 13. A control valve 17 is connected to the
main pump 14 via a high-pressure hydraulic line 16.
[0017] The control valve 17 is a control unit that con-
trols a hydraulic system in the construction machine. Hy-
draulic motors 1A (for the right) and 1B (for the left) for
the lower-part traveling body 1, the boom cylinder 7, the
arm cylinder 8, and the bucket cylinder 9 are connected
to this control valve 17 via high-pressure hydraulic lines.
[0018] Further, a battery 19 is connected to the motor
generator 12 via an inverter 18. Further, a turning electric
motor 21 is connected to the battery 19 via an inverter
20 and relays 21A and 21B.
[0019] A resolver 22, a mechanical brake 23, and a
turning reduction machine 24 are connected to a rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21. Further, an
operation apparatus 26 is connected to the pilot pump
15 via a pilot line 25.
[0020] The control valve 17 and a pressure sensor 29
are connected to the operation apparatus 26 via hydraulic
lines 27 and 28, respectively. A controller 30 that controls
the driving of the electric system of the construction ma-
chine is connected to this pressure sensor 29.
[0021] This construction machine is a hybrid construc-
tion machine that uses the engine 11, the motor generator
12, and the turning electric motor 21 as power sources.
These power sources are mounted on the upper-part
turning body 3 illustrated in FIG. 1. A description is given
below of each part.

[Configuration Of Each Part]

[0022] The engine 11, which is, for example, an internal
combustion engine constituted of a diesel engine, has its
output shaft connected to one of the input shafts of the
reduction machine 13. The engine 11 is operated con-
stantly during the operation of the construction machine.
[0023] The motor generator 12 may be an electric mo-
tor capable of performing both a power running operation
and a regenerative operation. Here, a motor generator
AC-driven by the inverter 18 is illustrated as the motor
generator 12. This motor generator 12 may be constitut-
ed of, for example, an IPM (Interior Permanent Magnetic)
motor having magnets embedded in a rotor. The rotation
shaft of the motor generator 12 is connected to the other
one of the input shafts of the reduction machine 13.
[0024] The reduction machine 13 has two input shafts
and one output shaft. The two input shafts are connected
to the drive shaft of the engine 11 and the drive shaft of
the motor generator 12, respectively. Further, the output
shaft is connected to the drive shaft of the main pump
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14. In the case of a heavy load on the engine 11, the
motor generator 12 performs a power running operation,
so that the driving force of the motor generator 12 is trans-
mitted to the main pump 14 via the output shaft of the
reduction machine 13. This assists the driving of the en-
gine 11. On the other hand, in the case of a light load on
the engine 11, the driving force of the engine 11 is trans-
mitted to the motor generator 12 via the reduction ma-
chine 13, so that the motor generator 12 performs a re-
generative operation to generate electric power. The
power running operation and the regenerative operation
of the motor generator 12 are switched by the controller
30 in accordance with a load on the engine 11.
[0025] The main pump 14 is a pump that generates a
hydraulic pressure to be supplied to the control valve 17.
This hydraulic pressure is supplied via the control valve
17 to drive each of the hydraulic motors 1A and 1B, the
boom cylinder 7, the arm cylinder 8, and the bucket cyl-
inder 9.
[0026] The pilot pump 15 is a pump that generates a
pilot pressure necessary for a hydraulic operation sys-
tem. A description is given below of a configuration of
this hydraulic operation system.
[0027] The control valve 17 is a hydraulic pressure con-
trol unit that hydraulically controls the driving of the hy-
draulic motors 1A and 1B for the lower-part traveling body
1, the boom cylinder 7, the arm cylinder 8, and the bucket
cylinder 9, which are connected via high-pressure hy-
draulic lines to the control valve 17, by controlling hy-
draulic pressure to be supplied to each of them in ac-
cordance with an input of an operation by an operator.
[0028] The inverter 18 is an inverter provided between
the motor generator 12 and the battery 19 in order to
supply electric power necessary for the power running
operation of the motor generator 12 from the battery 19
to the motor generator 12 and to charge the battery 19
with the electric power generated by the regenerative
operation of the motor generator 12.
[0029] The battery 19 is provided between the inverter
18 and the inverter 20. Thereby, the battery 19 serves
as a power supply for supplying necessary electric power
for a power running operation when at least one of the
motor generator 12 and the turning electric motor 21 is
performing the power running operation and for storing
the electric power regenerated by a regenerative opera-
tion as electric energy when at least one of the motor
generator 12 and the turning electric motor 21 is perform-
ing the regenerative operation.
[0030] The inverter 20, which is provided between the
turning electric motor 21 and the battery 19 as described
above, controls the operation of the turning electric motor
21 based on instructions from the controller 30. As a re-
sult, when controlling the power running operation of the
turning electric motor 21, the inverter 20 supplies neces-
sary electric power from the battery 19 to the turning elec-
tric motor 21. Further, during the regenerative operation
of the turning electric motor 21, the inverter charges the
battery 19 with the electric power generated by the turn-

ing electric motor 21.
[0031] Here, the regenerative operation of the turning
electric motor 21 at the time of deceleration is referred
to as a first regenerative operation and is thereby distin-
guished from a below-described second regenerative op-
eration, which is a regenerative operation in a short-
circuited state. In the case of describing the operating
state of the turning electric motor 21, it is simply described
as "regenerative operation" if not making a distinction
between the first regenerative operation and the second
regenerative operation in particular.
[0032] The turning electric motor 21, which may be an
electric motor capable of both a power running operation
and a regenerative operation, is provided in order to drive
the turning mechanism 2 of the upper-part turning body
3. The turning electric motor 21 is subjected to drive con-
trol so as to accelerate the upper-part turning body 3 by
a power running operation and to perform the first regen-
erative operation at the time of decelerating the upper-
part turning body 3. Here, a motor generator AC-driven
by the inverter 20 is illustrated as the turning electric mo-
tor 21. This turning electric motor 21 may be constituted
of an IPM motor of a magnet embedded type.
[0033] The charge and discharge of the battery 19 is
controlled by the controller 30 based on the charge state
of the battery 19, the operating state (power running op-
eration or regenerative operation) of the motor generator
12, and the operating state (power running operation or
first regenerative operation) of the turning electric motor
21.
[0034] The relays 21A and 21B are provided in the
three-phase interconnection (U-phase, V-phase, and W-
phase) between the inverter 20 and the turning electric
motor 21 as illustrated in FIG. 3. The relay 21A is provided
between the U-phase and the V-phase, and the relay
21B is provided between the V-phase and the W-phase.
When the relays 21A and 21B are closed, the three-
phase interconnection of the turning electric motor 21 is
short-circuited, so that the operating state of the turning
electric motor 21 switches to the second regenerative
operation.
[0035] The electric power generated in the state of the
second regenerative operation is consumed in the inter-
nal resistor of the turning electric motor 21. In this state
of the second regenerative operation, a braking torque
is generated that is determined by the resistance of the
internal resistor and the rotation speed of the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21. The relays 21A
and 21B, whose opening and closing is controlled by a
main control part 60 of a turning drive control unit 40 to
be described below, are opened when the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 is controlled based on a speed
command.
[0036] The resolver 22 is a sensor that detects the ro-
tation position and the rotation angle of the rotation shaft
21a of the turning electric motor 21. The resolver 22 is
mechanically joined to the turning electric motor 21 to
detect a difference between the rotation position before
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rotation and the rotation position after a counterclockwise
rotation or a clockwise rotation of the rotation shaft 21a
of the turning electric motor 21, thereby detecting the
rotation angle and the rotation direction of the rotation
shaft 21a. By detecting the rotation angle of the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21, the rotation
angle and the rotation direction of the turning mechanism
2 are derived.
[0037] The mechanical brake 23, which is a braking
device that generates a mechanical braking force, me-
chanically stops the rotation shaft 21a of the turning elec-
tric motor 21. This mechanical brake 23 is switched be-
tween braking (ON) and release (OFF) by an electromag-
netic switch.
[0038] The turning reduction machine 24 is a reduction
machine that reduces the rotation speed of the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21 and mechani-
cally transmits it to the turning mechanism 2.
[0039] The turning mechanism 2 is turnable with the
mechanical brake 23 of the turning electric motor 21 be-
ing released, and the upper-part turning body 3 is turned
counterclockwise or clockwise in this state.
[0040] The operation apparatus 26, which is an oper-
ation apparatus for operating the turning electric motor
21, the lower-part traveling body 1, the boom 4, the arm
5, and the bucket 6, includes levers 26A and 26B and
pedals 26C. The lever 26A, which is a lever for operating
the turning electric motor 21 and the arm 5, is provided
near the driver’s seat of the upper-part turning body 3.
The lever 26B, which is a lever for operating the boom 4
and the bucket 6, is provided near the driver’s seat of the
upper-part turning body 3. The pedals 26C, which are a
pair of pedals for operating the lower-part traveling body
1, are provided at the foot of the driver’s seat.
[0041] This operation apparatus 26 converts a hydrau-
lic pressure (a primary-side hydraulic pressure) supplied
through the pilot line 25 into a hydraulic pressure (a sec-
ondary-side hydraulic pressure) corresponding to the
amount of operation by the operator, and outputs it. The
secondary-side hydraulic pressure output from the oper-
ation apparatus 26 is supplied to the control valve 17
through the hydraulic line 27, and is also detected by the
pressure sensor 29.
[0042] When the levers 26A and 26B and the pedal
26C are operated respectively, the control valve 17 is
driven via the hydraulic line 27, so that the hydraulic pres-
sures inside the hydraulic motors 1A and 1B, the boom
cylinder 7, the arm cylinder 8, and the bucket cylinder 9
are controlled. Thereby, the lower-part traveling body 1,
the boom 4, the arm 5, and the bucket 6 are driven.
[0043] Further, the mechanical brake 23 is configured
to be released by the controller 30 when one of the levers
26A and 26B and the pedal 26C is operated.
[0044] The hydraulic line 27 supplies hydraulic pres-
sures necessary for driving the hydraulic motors 1A and
1B, the boom cylinder 7, the arm cylinder 8, and the buck-
et cylinder 9 to the control valve 17.
[0045] In the pressure sensor 29, a change in the hy-

draulic pressure inside the hydraulic line 28 due to the
operation of the lever 26A is detected. The pressure sen-
sor 29 outputs an electrical signal representing the hy-
draulic pressure inside the hydraulic line 28. This elec-
trical signal is input to the controller 30.

[Controller 30]

[0046] The controller 30, which is a control unit that
controls the driving of the construction machine, includes
a speed command conversion part 31, a drive control
unit 32, and the turning drive control unit 40. The control-
ler 30 is constituted of a processor including a CPU (Cen-
tral Processing Unit) and an internal memory, and the
speed command conversion part 31, the drive control
unit 32, and the turning drive control unit 40 are devices
implemented by the CPU of the controller 30 executing
a program for drive control contained in the internal mem-
ory.
[0047] The speed command conversion part 31 is a
processing part configured to convert a signal input from
the pressure sensor 29 into a speed command. Thereby,
the amount of operation of the lever 26A is converted
into a speed command (rad/s) for causing the turning
electric motor 21 to be rotationally driven. This speed
command is input to the drive control unit 32 and the
turning drive control unit 40.
[0048] The drive control unit 32 is a control unit for con-
trolling the operation of the motor generator 12 (switching
between a power running operation and a regenerative
operation) and controlling the charge and discharge of
the battery 19. This drive control unit 32 switches the
power running operation and the regenerative operation
of the motor generator 12 in accordance with the load
state of the engine 11 and the charge state of the battery
19. The drive control unit 32 controls the charge and dis-
charge of the battery 19 via the inverter 18 by switching
the power running operation and the regenerative oper-
ation of the motor generator 12.

[Conversion Characteristic of Operation Amount/Speed 
Command]

[0049] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a conversion
characteristic of converting the amount of operation of
the operation lever 26A into a speed command (a speed
command for causing the turning electric motor 21 to
rotate to cause the upper-part turning body 3 to turn) in
the speed command conversion part 31 of the construc-
tion machine.
[0050] Here, the conversion characteristic illustrated
in FIG. 4 is a characteristic in the case of stopping the
turning electric motor 21, and is divided into four regions,
which are zero speed command regions (for counter-
clockwise turning and for clockwise turning), a counter-
clockwise turning drive region, and a clockwise turning
drive region, in accordance with the amount of operation
of the operation lever 26A.
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[0051] Here, in the control system of the construction
machine, the rotation direction in which the rotation shaft
21a of the turning electric motor 21 rotates counterclock-
wise is referred to as "forward rotation," and a positive
sign is attached to the amount of control representing
driving in the forward rotation direction. On the other
hand, the rotation direction in which the rotation shaft 21a
of the turning electric motor 21 rotates clockwise is re-
ferred to as "reverse rotation," and a negative sign is
attached to the amount of control representing driving in
the reverse rotation direction. The forward rotation cor-
responds to the clockwise turning of the upper-part turn-
ing body 3, and the reverse rotation corresponds to the
counterclockwise turning of the upper-part turning body
3.

[Zero Speed Command Regions]

[0052] The zero speed command regions are regions
provided in the vicinity of the neutral (within the range of
620%) in the operating directions of the lever 26A to be
used in the case of stopping the turning upper-part turning
body 3. When the amount of operation of the operation
lever 26A is within the range of these zero speed com-
mand regions, a zero speed command is output from the
speed command conversion part 31, so that a braking
torque is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 that is turning. When the rotation speed
of the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21
becomes zero, the mechanical brake 23 is put into op-
eration, so that the upper-part turning body 3 is kept sta-
tionary.
[0053] Here, the zero speed command is a speed com-
mand for causing the rotation speed of the rotation shaft
21a of the turning electric motor 21 to be zero in order to
cause the turning speed of the upper-part turning body
3 to be zero, and is used as a target value for causing
the rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a to be closer
to zero in PI (Proportional Integral) control to be described
below.
[0054] The mechanical brake 23 is switched from a
released state (OFF) to an operating state (ON) by the
turning drive control unit 40 in the controller 30 when the
rotation speed detected by a turning motion detection
part 58 becomes zero.

[Counterclockwise Turning Drive Region]

[0055] The counterclockwise turning drive region is a
region where a speed command for causing the upper-
part turning body 3 to turn counterclockwise is output
from the speed command conversion part 31.
[0056] In this region, the absolute value of a speed
command is determined to increase in accordance with
the amount of operation of the lever 26A. A drive com-
mand is calculated based on this speed command in the
turning drive control unit 40, and the turning electric motor
21 is driven based on this drive command. As a result,

the upper-part turning body 3 is driven to turn counter-
clockwise.
[0057] The absolute value of the speed command val-
ue in the counterclockwise turning drive region is limited
by a predetermined value in order to limit the turning
speed of the upper-part turning body 3 to a certain value
or less.

[Clockwise Turning Drive Region]

[0058] The clockwise turning drive region is a region
where a speed command for causing the upper-part turn-
ing body 3 to turn clockwise is output from the speed
command conversion part 31.
[0059] In this region, the absolute value of a speed
command is determined to increase in accordance with
the amount of operation of the lever 26A. A drive com-
mand is calculated based on this speed command in the
turning drive control unit 40, and the turning electric motor
21 is driven based on this drive command. As a result,
the upper-part turning body 3 is driven to turn clockwise.
[0060] Like in the counterclockwise turning drive re-
gion, the absolute value of the speed command value in
the clockwise turning drive region is limited by a prede-
termined value.

[Turning Drive Control Unit 40]

[0061] FIG. 5 is a control block diagram illustrating a
configuration of the turning drive control unit 40.
[0062] The turning drive control unit 40, which is a con-
trol unit for controlling the driving of the turning electric
motor 21 via the inverter 20, includes a drive command
generation part 50 configured to generate a drive com-
mand for driving the turning electric motor 21 and the
main control part 60.
[0063] The turning drive control unit 40 calculates a
drive command for controlling the driving of the turning
electric motor 21 in accordance with the amount of op-
eration of the lever 26A by executing a program for drive
control contained in the internal memory of the controller
30.
[0064] Further, the turning drive control unit 40 controls
the switching of a power running operation and a regen-
erative operation (first regenerative operation or second
regenerative operation) and controls the charge and dis-
charge of the battery 19 via the inverter 20 at the time of
controlling the driving of the turning electric motor 21 in
accordance with the amount of operation of the lever 26A.
[0065] A speed command output from the speed com-
mand conversion part 31 in accordance with the amount
of operation of the lever 26A is input to the drive command
generation part 50, so that this drive command genera-
tion part 50 generates a drive command based on the
speed command. The drive command output from the
drive command generation part 50 is input to the inverter
20, and the turning electric motor 21 is AC-driven by this
inverter 20 based on a PWM control signal.
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[0066] The main control part 60 is a control part con-
figured to perform processing necessary for controlling
the turning drive control unit 40. The specific contents of
the processing are described at each related part.
[0067] The turning drive control unit 40 controls the
switching of a power running operation and a regenera-
tive operation and controls the charge and discharge of
the battery 19 via the inverter 20 at the time of controlling
the driving of the turning electric motor 21 in accordance
with the amount of operation of the operation lever 26A.

[Drive Command Generation Part 50]

[0068] The drive command generation part 50 includes
a subtractor 51, a PI (Proportional Integral) control part
52, a torque limiting part 53, a torque limiting part 54, a
subtractor 55, a PI control part 56, a current conversion
part 57, and the turning motion detection part 58. A speed
command (rad/s) for turning drive according to the
amount of operation of the lever 26A is input to the sub-
tractor 51 of this drive command generation part 50.
[0069] The subtractor 51 subtracts the rotation speed
(rad/s) of the turning electric motor 21 detected by the
turning motion detection part 58 from the value of a speed
command (hereinafter, speed command value) accord-
ing to the amount of operation of the lever 26A, and out-
puts a deviation. This deviation is used for PI control for
causing the rotation speed of the turning electric motor
21 to be closer to the speed command value (target val-
ue) in the PI control part 52 to be described below.
[0070] The PI control part 52 performs PI control based
on the deviation input from the subtractor 51 so as to
cause the rotation speed of the turning electric motor 21
to be closer to the speed command value (target value)
(that is, so as to decrease this deviation), and calculates
a torque current command necessary therefor. The gen-
erated torque current command is input to the torque
limiting part 53.
[0071] The torque limiting part 53 performs the process
of limiting the value of the torque current command (here-
inafter, torque current command value) in accordance
with the amount of operation of the lever 26A. This limiting
process is performed based on the limitation character-
istic of a slow increase in the allowable value of the torque
current command value in accordance with the amount
of operation of the lever 26A. An abrupt increase in the
torque current command value calculated by the PI con-
trol part 52 degrades controllability. Therefore, such lim-
iting of the torque current command value is performed
in order to prevent this.
[0072] The limitation characteristic of the torque limit-
ing part 53 is contained in the internal memory of the
main control part 60. The main control part 60 reads the
limitation characteristic in the internal memory, and in-
puts it to the torque limiting part 53.
[0073] This limitation characteristic has a characteris-
tic to slowly increase (the absolute value of) the allowable
value of the torque current command value with an in-

crease in the amount of operation of the lever 26A, and
has a characteristic for limiting both the clockwise direc-
tion and the counterclockwise direction of the upper-part
turning body 3. Data showing the limitation characteristic
are stored in the internal memory of the main control part
60, and are read by the torque limiting part 53.
[0074] The torque limiting part 54 limits the torque cur-
rent command value input from the torque limiting part
53 so that a torque generated by the torque current com-
mand input from the torque limiting part 53 is less than
or equal to the maximum allowable torque value of the
turning electric motor 21. This limitation of the torque cur-
rent command value is performed on both the clockwise
rotation and the counterclockwise rotation of the upper-
part turning body 3 the same as in the torque limiting part
53.
[0075] Here, the upper limit value (maximum value for
clockwise turning) and the lower limit value (minimum
value for counterclockwise turning) of the allowable value
for limiting the torque current command value in the
torque limiting part 54 are set to such values as to enable
generation of drive torque for turning the boom 4, the arm
5, and the bucket 6 to the upper side of a slope even in
the state where the upper-part turning body 3 on the slope
has a large inertia moment with the boom 4, the arm 5
and the bucket 6 being extended even if the torque cur-
rent command value is limited by the torque limiting part
54.
[0076] The allowable value of the torque limiting part
54 is contained in the internal memory of the main control
part 60, and the main control part 60 reads the allowable
value in the internal memory and inputs it to the torque
limiting part 54.
[0077] The subtractor 55 outputs a deviation obtained
by subtracting the output value of the current conversion
part 57 from the torque current command value input
from the torque limiting part 54. This deviation is used in
PI control for causing the drive torque of the turning elec-
tric motor 21 output from the current conversion part 57
to be closer to torque represented by the torque current
command value (target value) input via the torque limiting
part 54 in a feedback loop including the PI control part
56 and the current conversion part 57 described below.
[0078] The PI control part 56, based on the deviation
input from the subtractor 55, performs PI control to reduce
this deviation and generates a voltage command to be-
come a final drive command to be sent to the inverter 20.
The inverter 20 PWM-drives the turning electric motor 21
based on the torque current command input from the PI
control part 56.
[0079] The current conversion part 57 detects the mo-
tor current of the turning electric motor 21, converts this
into a value corresponding to the torque current com-
mand, and inputs it to the subtractor 55.
[0080] The turning motion detection part 58 detects a
change in the rotation position of the turning electric mo-
tor 21 detected by the resolver 22 (that is, the rotation of
the upper-part turning body 3), and derives the rotation
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speed of the turning electric motor 21 from a temporal
change in the rotation position through a differential op-
eration. Data representing the derived rotation speed are
input to the subtractor 51 and the main control part 60.
[0081] In the drive command generation part 50 of such
a configuration, a torque current command for driving the
turning electric motor 21 is generated based on the speed
command input from the speed command conversion
part 31, so that the upper-part turning body 3 is caused
to turn at a desired speed.
[0082] FIG. 6 is a chart illustrating a procedure for con-
trolling the driving of the turning electric motor 21 by the
main control part 60 of the turning drive control unit 40.
[0083] In this process, in controlling the driving of the
turning electric motor 21, the main control part 60 uses
a clockwise turning flag and a counterclockwise turning
flag showing that the upper-part turning body 3 is turning
clockwise and counterclockwise. The clockwise turning
flag shows the presence or absence of the "forward ro-
tation," or the counterclockwise rotation of the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21, and the coun-
terclockwise turning flag shows the presence or absence
of the "reverse rotation," or the clockwise rotation of the
rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21.
[0084] Further, the main control part 60 includes a tim-
er for counting elapsed time in steps S124 through S126
and S134 through S136 to be described below.
[0085] The process illustrated in FIG. 6 starts at (1),
and the process of step S100 is first executed.
[0086] The main control part 60 determines whether
the value of a speed command is positive (step S100).
The speed command is input to the main control part 60
from the speed command conversion part 31. Therefore,
this process is a process executed by determining wheth-
er the value of the speed command input to the main
control part 60 from the speed command conversion part
31 is positive.
[0087] If determining that the value of the speed com-
mand is positive, the main control part 60 sets both the
clockwise turning flag and the counterclockwise turning
flag to "0" (step S101). This is for resetting both flags.
[0088] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is positive (step S102). If de-
termining that the rotation speed is positive, the main
control part 60 sets the clockwise turning flag to "1" and
sets the counterclockwise turning flag to "0" (step S103).
This is because in this case, the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 is in forward rotation so that the
upper-part turning body 3 is turning clockwise.
[0089] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S150). Thereby, the upper-part turning body
3 is caused to turn clockwise.
[0090] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not positive in step S102 as well, the procedure
proceeds to step S150, and the main control part 60 caus-

es the turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving
of the turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the
speed command output from the speed command con-
version part 31 (step S150). This is the case where the
rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is zero or negative although a speed
command for forward rotation has been output from the
speed command conversion part 31, and specifically,
corresponds to the case where the upper-part turning
body 3 is stationary or being caused to turn counterclock-
wise by an external force although the operation lever
26A is being operated in the direction of clockwise turn-
ing.
[0091] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1).
[0092] If determining in step S100 that the speed com-
mand is not positive, the main control part 60 determines
whether the speed command is negative (step S110).
The speed command is input to the main control part 60
from the speed command conversion part 31. Therefore,
this process is a process executed by determining wheth-
er the value of the speed command input to the main
control part 60 from the speed command conversion part
31 is negative.
[0093] If determining that the value of the speed com-
mand is negative, the main control part 60 sets both the
clockwise turning flag and the counterclockwise turning
flag to "0" (step Sill). This is for resetting both flags.
[0094] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is negative (step S112). If de-
termining that the rotation speed is negative, the main
control part 60 sets the clockwise turning flag to "0" and
sets the counterclockwise turning flag to "1" (step S113).
This is because in this case, the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 is in reverse rotation so that the
upper-part turning body 3 is turning counterclockwise.
[0095] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S150). Thereby, the upper-part turning body
3 is caused to turn counterclockwise.
[0096] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not negative in step S112 as well, the procedure
proceeds to step S150, and the main control part 60 caus-
es the turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving
of the turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the
speed command output from the speed command con-
version part 31 (step S150). This is the case where the
rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is zero.or positive although a speed
command for reverse rotation has been output from the
speed command conversion part 31, and specifically,
corresponds to the case where the upper-part turning
body 3 is stationary or being caused to turn clockwise by
an external force although the operation lever 26A is be-
ing operated in the direction of counterclockwise turning.
[0097] When the above process ends, the procedure
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returns to (1).
[0098] If determining in step S110 that the speed com-
mand is not negative, the main control part 60 determines
whether the clockwise turning flag is "1" (step S120). This
is for determining whether the upper-part turning body 3
is turning clockwise (the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is in forward rotation) with the speed
command being zero. This corresponds to, for example,
the case where the amount of operation of the lever 26A
is in the zero speed command region in order to come
to a stop from a clockwise turning state.
[0099] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is lower than a predetermined
set speed (S121). The predetermined set speed is ex-
tremely low, and is set to, for example, a 10% speed.
This is for determining whether the state is immediately
before a stop of rotation. The 10% speed is a rotation
speed in the case of the highest turning speed being a
100% speed.
[0100] If determining that the rotation speed is lower
than the set speed, the main control part 60 closes the
relays 21A and 21B to short-circuit the turning electric
motor 21 (step S122). This is for stopping the rotation
shaft 21a with rotational resistance due to a second re-
generative operation by causing the turning electric mo-
tor 21 to perform the second regenerative operation by
short-circuiting its three-phase interconnection in the
case of determining that the rotation is immediately be-
fore coming to a stop.
[0101] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether or not the rotation speed is less than or equal to
zero (step S123). This is for determining whether or not
the rotation shaft 21a has stopped or reversed.
[0102] If determining that the rotation speed is less
than or equal to zero, the main control part 60 sets a timer
(step S124). This is for preparing for counting elapsed
time. Here, the timer is set to 0.1 seconds.
[0103] Next, the main control part 60 starts counting
elapsed time with the timer (step S125). This is for making
a determination for canceling the short-circuited state
based on the elapsed time.
[0104] The main control part 60 determines whether
the counting is up (step S126). This process of step S126
is repeatedly performed until it is determined that the
counting is up.
[0105] Next, the’main control part 60 sets the clockwise
turning flag to "0" (step S127). This is because it is be-
lieved that the rotation shaft 21a has come to a stop with
the rotational resistance due to the second regenerative
operation as a result of causing the turning electric motor
21 to perform the second regenerative operation by
short-circuiting its three-phase interconnection only for
0.1 seconds.
[0106] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S150). At this point, the speed command

is a zero speed command. Therefore, a braking torque
is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric
motor 21, so that the rotation speed of the rotation shaft
21a is controlled to be zero. Thereby, the upper-part turn-
ing body 3 is stopped. Therefore, the mechanical brake
23 is put into operation, so that the upper-part turning
body 3 is kept stationary.
[0107] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not less than the set speed in step S121 as well,
the procedure proceeds to step S150, and the main con-
trol part 60 causes the turning drive control unit 40 to
control the driving of the turning electric motor 21 in ac-
cordance with the speed command output from the speed
command conversion part 31 (step S150). This is the
state where a zero speed command has been output
from the speed command conversion part 31 so that a
braking torque is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 while the rotation speed during
the clockwise turning is more than or equal to the set
value. This corresponds to such a time as is immediately
after a release of the lever 26A during the clockwise turn-
ing.
[0108] Further, if it is determined in step S123 that the
rotation speed is not less than or equal to zero (that is,
the rotation speed is positive), the procedure proceeds
to step S100, and the procedure is repeatedly performed.
[0109] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1) (step S100).
[0110] If determining in step S120 that the clockwise
turning flag is not "1," the main control part 60 determines
whether the counterclockwise turning flag is "1" (step
S130). This is for determining whether the upper-part
turning body 3 is turning counterclockwise (the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21 is in reverse
rotation) with the speed command being zero. This cor-
responds to, for example, the case where the amount of
operation of the lever 26A is in the zero speed command
region in order to come to a stop from a counterclockwise
turning state.
[0111] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is higher than a predetermined
negative set speed (S131). The predetermined set speed
is extremely low, and is set to, for example, a -10% speed.
This is for determining whether the state is immediately
before a stop of rotation. The -10% speed is a rotation
speed in the case of the highest turning speed in the
reverse rotation direction being a -100% speed.
[0112] If determining that the rotation speed is higher
than the predetermined negative set speed, the main
control part 60 closes the relays 21A and 21B to short-
circuit the turning electric motor 21 (step S132). This is
for stopping the rotation shaft 21a with rotational resist-
ance due to a second regenerative operation by causing
the turning electric motor 21 to perform the second re-
generative operation by short-circuiting its three-phase
interconnection in the case of determining that the rota-
tion is immediately before coming to a stop.
[0113] Next, the main control part 60 determines
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whether or not the rotation speed is more than or equal
to zero (step S133). This is for determining whether or
not the rotation shaft 21a has stopped or reversed.
[0114] If determining that the rotation speed is more
than or equal to zero, the main control part 60 sets a timer
(step S134). This is for preparing for counting elapsed
time. Here, the timer is set to 0.1 seconds.
[0115] Next, the main control part 60 starts a count-
down of elapsed time with the timer (step S135). This is
for counting elapsed time.
[0116] The main control part 60 determines whether
the counting is up (step S136). This process of step S136
is repeatedly performed until it is determined that the
counting is up.
[0117] Next, the main control part 60 sets the counter-
clockwise turning flag to "0" (step S137). This is because
it is believed that the rotation shaft 21a has come to a
stop with the rotational resistance due to the second re-
generative operation as a result of causing the turning
electric motor 21 to perform the second regenerative op-
eration by short-circuiting its three-phase interconnection
only for 0.1 seconds.
[0118] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S150). At this point, the speed command
is a zero speed command. Therefore, a braking torque
is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric
motor 21, so that the rotation speed of the rotation shaft
21a is controlled to be zero. Thereby, the upper-part turn-
ing body 3 is stopped. Therefore, the mechanical brake
23 is put into operation, so that the upper-part turning
body 3 is kept stationary.
[0119] If it is determined in step S130 that the counter-
clockwise turning flag is not "1," the procedure proceeds
to step S150, and the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S150). This is for causing a stopped state
due to a zero speed command or a stopped state due to
the mechanical brake 23 to be kept by the drive control
of the turning drive control unit 40 because turning is
stopped.
[0120] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not higher than the predetermined negative set
speed in step S131 as well, the procedure proceeds to
step S150, and the main control part 60 causes the turn-
ing drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the turning
electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed command
output from the speed command conversion part 31 (step
S150). This is the state where a zero speed command
has been output from the speed command conversion
part 31 so that a braking torque is applied on the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21 while the rotation
speed during the counterclockwise turning is less than
or equal to the set value. This corresponds to such a time

as is immediately after a release of the lever 26A during
the counterclockwise turning.
[0121] Further, if it is determined in step S133 that the
rotation speed is not more than or equal to zero (that is,
the rotation speed is negative), the procedure proceeds
to step S100, and the procedure is repeatedly performed.
[0122] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1) (step S100).

[Description of Operation]

[0123] FIG. 7 is a characteristics chart for illustrating
an operation at a time when turning is stopped by the
drive control of the turning drive control unit 40. These
characteristics indicate temporal changes in a speed
command, a turning speed, and a drive torque (braking
torque) at a time when the upper-part turning body 3
comes to a stop from a clockwise turning state.
[0124] It is assumed that at time t=0, a turning opera-
tion input to the lever 26A of the operation apparatus 26
is a maximum amount in the clockwise direction, a 100%
speed command is output from the speed command con-
version part 31, the turning speed is a maximum speed
ωmax (rad/s) in the clockwise turning direction, and the
drive torque is T1 (N·m), which is 20% of a maximum
drive torque Tmax.
[0125] The state of constant speed turning like this con-
tinues until time t=t1, and the upper-part turning body 3
is turning clockwise at constant speed. This state is re-
alized by the drive control process by step S150 illustrat-
ed in FIG. 6.
[0126] At time t=t1, when the lever 26A is returned to
a neutral position, the speed command output from the
speed command conversion part 31 becomes 0%, so
that feedback control is performed based on a deviation
between the speed command and the rotation speed.
Therefore, the drive torque becomes a reverse-side max-
imum value "-Tmax" (that is, the braking torque at the
time of clockwise direction turning is maximized), so that
the turning speed gradually decreases from ωmax. With
a decrease in the turning speed, the braking torque is
gradually reduced from the maximum value (-Tmax). This
state is realized by the drive control step by step S150
illustrated in FIG. 6.
[0127] At time t=t2, when the turning speed is reduced
to a predetermined set value ω1, the main control part
60 closes the relays 21A and 21B so that the turning
electric motor 21 is short-circuited. Thereby, a rotational
resistance due to a second regenerative operation is gen-
erated at the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric mo-
tor 21, so that the rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a
(turning speed) gradually decreases. This state is real-
ized by the drive control process by step S122 illustrated
in FIG. 6.
[0128] At time t=t3, when the turning speed is made
zero by the second regenerative operation, the main con-
trol part 60 sets a timer and starts a countdown. This
state is realized by the process by steps S123 through
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S125 illustrated in FIG. 6.
[0129] At time t=t4, when the counting is up in the main
control part 60, the main control part 60 opens the relays
21A and 21B, and causes the turning drive control unit
40 to execute drive control based on a zero speed com-
mand. This is realized by the process by steps S126,
S127, and S150 illustrated in FIG. 6.
[0130] Thereby, according to the turning drive control
unit 40, by short-circuiting the turning electric motor 21
immediately before a stop of rotation, it is possible to stop
the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21 with
the rotational resistance force of a regenerative operation
(second regenerative operation). The rotational resist-
ance force applied on the rotation shaft 21a at the time
of this stop is extremely small and its temporal change
is slow compared with the braking torque applied on the
rotation shaft 21a by drive control based on a speed com-
mand without short-circuiting as in the conventional way.
Therefore, immediately before a stop of rotation, it is pos-
sible to cause the braking torque of the turning electric
motor 21 to be smaller than before the time immediately
before the stop of rotation. Thereby, it is possible to pro-
vide a turning drive control unit and a construction ma-
chine capable of achieving a good, smooth ride at the
time of a stop of rotation with the occurrence of impact
due to teeth hitting due to the backlash of the turning
mechanism 2 being controlled. Further, since it is possi-
ble to control teeth hitting due to the backlash of the turn-
ing mechanism 2, it is possible to prolong the useful serv-
ice life of the turning mechanism 2.
[0131] Here, a description is given above of an oper-
ation in the case of the upper-part turning body 3 coming
to a stop from a clockwise turning state. An operation in
the case of the upper-part turning body 3 coming to a
stop from a counterclockwise turning state is only differ-
ent in the sign of the amount of control and is on the same
operation principle. Accordingly, a description thereof is
omitted.
[0132] The above description is given of a configura-
tion where the turning electric motor 21 is an AC motor
PWM-driven by the inverter 20, and the resolver 22 and
the turning motion detection part 58 are used to detect
its rotation speed. However, the turning electric motor 21
may be a DC motor. In this case, the inverter 20, the
resolver 22, and the turning motion detection part 58 are
unnecessary, and a value detected with the tachogen-
erator of the DC motor may be used as the rotation speed.
[0133] Further, the above description is given of a con-
figuration where PI control is used in calculating a torque
current command. Alternatively, robust control, adaptive
control, proportional control, integral control, etc., may
be used.
[0134] Further, the above description is given using a
hybrid construction machine. However, the construction
machine to which to apply the turning drive unit is not
limited to a hybrid type as long as the construction ma-
chine has a motorized turning mechanism.
[0135] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-

ration of the turning drive control unit 40. The turning
drive control unit 40 is different from the turning drive
control unit 40 described above in not including the relays
21A and 21B, but otherwise, is based on the above-de-
scribed turning drive control unit 40 in configuration.
Therefore, the same components are given the same
characters and their description is omitted.
[0136] The main control part 60 stops the inverter 20
only for a predetermined short period of time immediately
before stopping the rotation shaft 21a of the turning elec-
tric motor 21. A description is given below of a procedure
using FIG. 9.
[0137] FIG. 9 is a chart illustrating a procedure for con-
trolling the driving of the turning electric motor 21 by the
main control part 60 of the turning drive control unit 40.
[0138] In this process, in controlling the driving of the
turning electric motor 21, the main control part 60 uses
a clockwise turning flag and a counterclockwise turning
flag showing that the upper-part turning body 3 is turning
clockwise and counterclockwise. The clockwise turning
flag shows the presence or absence of the "forward ro-
tation," or the counterclockwise rotation of the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21, and the coun-
terclockwise turning flag shows the presence or absence
of the "reverse rotation," or the clockwise rotation of the
rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21.
[0139] Further, the main control part 60 includes a tim-
er for counting elapsed time in steps S223 through S225
and S233 through S235 to be described below.
[0140] The process illustrated in FIG. 9 starts at (1),
and the process of step S200 is first executed.
[0141] The main control part 60 determines whether
the value of a speed command is positive (step S200).
The speed command is input to the main control part 60
from the speed command conversion part 31. Therefore,
this process is a process executed by determining wheth-
er the value of the speed command input to the main
control part 60 from the speed command conversion part
31 is positive.
[0142] If determining that the value of the speed com-
mand is positive, the main control part 60 sets both the
clockwise turning flag and the counterclockwise turning
flag to "0" (step S201). This is for resetting both flags.
[0143] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is positive (step S202). If de-
termining that the rotation speed is positive, the main
control part 60 sets the clockwise turning flag to "1" and
sets the counterclockwise turning flag to "0" (step S203).
This is because in this case, the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 is in forward rotation so that the
upper-part turning body 3 is turning clockwise.
[0144] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S250). Thereby, the upper-part turning body
3 is caused to turn clockwise.
[0145] In the case of determining that the rotation
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speed is not positive in step S202 as well, the procedure
proceeds to step S250, and the main control part 60 caus-
es the turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving
of the turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the
speed command output from the speed command con-
version part 31 (step S250). This is the case where the
rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is zero or negative although a speed
command for forward rotation has been output from the
speed command conversion part 31, and specifically,
corresponds to the case where the upper-part turning
body 3 is stationary or being caused to turn counterclock-
wise by an external force although the operation lever
26A is being operated in the direction of clockwise turn-
ing.
[0146] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1).
[0147] If determining in step S200 that the speed com-
mand is not positive, the main control part 60 determines
whether the speed command is negative (step S210).
The speed command is input to the main control part 60
from the speed command conversion part 31. Therefore,
this process is a process executed by determining wheth-
er the value of the speed command input to the main
control part 60 from the speed command conversion part
31 is negative.
[0148] If determining that the value of the speed com-
mand is negative, the main control part 60 sets both the
clockwise turning flag and the counterclockwise turning
flag to "0" (step S211). This is for resetting both flags.
[0149] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is negative (step S212). If de-
termining that the rotation speed is negative, the main
control part 60 sets the clockwise turning flag to "0" and
sets the counterclockwise turning flag to "1" (step S213).
This is because in this case, the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 is in reverse rotation so that the
upper-part turning body 3 is turning counterclockwise.
[0150] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S250). Thereby, the upper-part turning body
3 is caused to turn counterclockwise.
[0151] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not negative in step S212 as well, the procedure
proceeds to step S250, and the main control part 60 caus-
es the turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving
of the turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the
speed command output from the speed command con-
version part 31 (step S250). This is the case where the
rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is zero or positive although a speed
command for reverse rotation has been output from the
speed command conversion part 31, and specifically,
corresponds to the case where the upper-part turning
body 3 is stationary or being caused to turn clockwise by
an external force although the operation lever 26A is be-

ing operated in the direction of counterclockwise turning.
[0152] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1).
[0153] If determining in step S210 that the speed com-
mand is not negative, the main control part 60 determines
whether the clockwise turning flag is "1" (step S220). This
is for determining whether the upper-part turning body 3
is turning clockwise (the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is in forward rotation) with the speed
command being zero. This corresponds to, for example,
the case where the amount of operation of the lever 26A
is in the zero speed command region in order to come
to a stop from a clockwise turning state.
[0154] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is lower than a predetermined
set speed (S221). The predetermined set speed is ex-
tremely low, and is set to, for example, a 5% speed. This
is for determining whether the state is immediately before
a stop of rotation. The 5% speed is a rotation speed in
the case of the highest turning speed being a 100%
speed.
[0155] If determining that the rotation speed is lower
than the set speed, the main control part 60 stops the
inverter 20 (step S222). This is for causing a braking
torque immediately before a stop of rotation to be smaller
than before the time immediately before the stop of ro-
tation by freeing the rotation shaft 21a by causing a torque
current command value for driving the turning electric
motor 21 to be zero in the case of determining that the
rotation is immediately before coming to a stop.
[0156] If determining that the rotation speed is lower
than the set speed, the main control part 60 sets a timer
(step S223). This is for preparing for counting elapsed
time. Here, the timer is set to 0.1 seconds.
[0157] Next, the main control part 60 starts counting
elapsed time with the timer (step S224). This is for making
a determination for returning the allowable value of the
torque limiting part 54 based on the elapsed time.
[0158] The main control part 60 determines whether
the counting is up (step S225). This process of step S225
is repeatedly performed until it is determined that the
counting is up.
[0159] Next, the main control part 60 sets the clockwise
turning flag to "0" (step S226). This is because it is be-
lieved that the rotation shaft 21a has come to a stop with
the rotational resistance of the turning mechanism 2 and
the turning electric motor 21 as a result of freeing the
rotation shaft 21a by stopping the inverter 20 for driving
the turning electric motor 21 only for 0.1 seconds.
[0160] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S250). At this point, the speed command
is a zero speed command. Therefore, a braking torque
is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric
motor 21, so that the rotation speed of the rotation shaft
21a is controlled to be zero. Thereby, the upper-part turn-
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ing body 3 is stopped. Therefore, the mechanical brake
23 is put into operation, so that the upper-part turning
body 3 is kept stationary.
[0161] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not less than the set speed in step S221 as well,
the procedure proceeds to step S250, and the main con-
trol part 60 causes the turning drive control unit 40 to
control the driving of the turning electric motor 21 in ac-
cordance with the speed command output from the speed
command conversion part 31 (step S250). This is the
state where a zero speed command has been output
from the speed command conversion part 31 so that a
braking torque is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 while the rotation speed during
the clockwise turning is more than or equal to the set
value. This corresponds to such a time as is immediately
after a release of the lever 26A during the clockwise turn-
ing.
[0162] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1).
[0163] If determining in step S220 that the clockwise
turning flag is not "1," the main control part 60 determines
whether the counterclockwise turning flag is "1" (step
S230). This is for determining whether the upper-part
turning body 3 is turning counterclockwise (the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21 is in reverse
rotation) with the speed command being zero. This cor-
responds to, for example, the case where the amount of
operation of the lever 26A is in the zero speed command
region in order to come to a stop from a counterclockwise
turning state.
[0164] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is higher than a predetermined
negative set speed (S231). The predetermined set speed
is extremely low, and is set to, for example, a -5% speed.
This is for determining whether the state is immediately
before a stop of rotation. The -5% speed is a rotation
speed in the case of the highest turning speed in the
reverse rotation direction being a -100% speed.
[0165] If determining that the rotation speed is higher
than the predetermined negative set speed, the main
control part 60 causes the allowable value of the torque
limiting part 54 to be zero (step S232). This is for causing
a braking torque immediately before a stop of rotation to
be smaller than before the time immediately before the
stop of rotation by freeing the rotation shaft 21a by caus-
ing a torque current command value for driving the turning
electric motor 21 to be zero in the case of determining
that the rotation is immediately before coming to a stop.
[0166] If determining that the rotation speed is higher
than the predetermined negative set speed, the main
control part 60 sets a timer (step S233). This is for pre-
paring for counting elapsed time. Here, the timer is set
to 0.1 seconds.
[0167] Next, the main control part 60 starts a count-
down of elapsed time with the timer (step S234). This is
for counting elapsed time.
[0168] The main control part 60 determines whether

the counting is up (step S235). This process of step S235
is repeatedly performed until it is determined that the
counting is up.
[0169] Next, the main control part 60 sets the counter-
clockwise turning flag to "0" (step S236). This is because
it is believed that the rotation shaft 21a has come to a
stop with the rotational resistance of the turning mecha-
nism 2 and the turning electric motor 21 as a result of
freeing the rotation shaft 21a by stopping the inverter 20
for driving the turning electric motor 21 only for 0.1 sec-
onds.
[0170] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S250). At this point, the speed command
is a zero speed command. Therefore, a braking torque
is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric
motor 21, so that the rotation speed of the rotation shaft
21a is controlled to be zero. Thereby, the upper-part turn-
ing body 3 is stopped. Therefore, the mechanical brake
23 is put into operation, so that the upper-part turning
body 3 is kept stationary.
[0171] If it is determined in step S230 that the counter-
clockwise turning flag is not "1," the procedure proceeds
to step S250, and the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S250). This is for causing a stopped state
due to a zero speed command or a stopped state due to
the mechanical brake 23 to be kept by the drive control
of the turning drive control unit 40 because turning is
stopped.
[0172] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not higher than the predetermined negative set
speed in step S231 as well, the procedure proceeds to
step S250, and the main control part 60 causes the turn-
ing drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the turning
electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed command
output from the speed command conversion part 31 (step
S250). This is the state where a zero speed command
has been output from the speed command conversion
part 31 so that a braking torque is applied on the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21 while the rotation
speed during the counterclockwise turning is less than
or equal to the set value. This corresponds to such a time
as is immediately after a release of the lever 26A during
the counterclockwise turning.
[0173] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1).

[Description of Operation]

[0174] FIG. 10 is a characteristics chart for illustrating
an operation at a time when turning is stopped by the
drive control of the turning drive control unit 40. These
characteristics indicate temporal changes in a speed
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command, a turning speed, and a drive torque (braking
torque) at a time when the upper-part turning body 3
comes to a stop from a clockwise turning state.
[0175] It is assumed that at time t=0, a turning opera-
tion input to the lever 26A of the operation apparatus 26
is a maximum amount in the clockwise direction, a 100%
speed command is output from the speed command con-
version part 31, the turning speed is a maximum speed
ωmax (rad/s) in the clockwise turning direction, and the
drive torque is T1 (N·m), which is 20% of a maximum
drive torque Tmax.
[0176] The state of constant speed turning like this con-
tinues until time t=t1, and the upper-part turning body 3
is turning clockwise at constant speed. This state is re-
alized by the drive control process by step S250 illustrat-
ed in FIG. 9.
[0177] At time t=t1, when the lever 26A is returned to
a neutral position, the speed command output from the
speed command conversion part 31 becomes 0%, so
that feedback control is performed based on a deviation
between the speed command and the rotation speed.
Therefore, the drive torque becomes a reverse-side max-
imum value "-Tmax" (that is, the braking torque at the
time of clockwise direction turning is maximized), so that
the turning speed gradually decreases from ωmax. With
a decrease in the turning speed, the braking torque is
gradually reduced from the maximum value (-Tmax). This
state is realized by the drive control step by step S250
illustrated in FIG. 9.
[0178] At time t=t2, when the turning speed is reduced
to a predetermined set value ω1, the main control part
60 turns off drive control of the turning electric motor 21.
Thereby, the rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a (turn-
ing speed) gradually decreases with the rotational resist-
ance of the turning electric motor 21 and the turning
mechanism 2. This state is realized by the drive control
process by step S222 illustrated in FIG. 9.
[0179] Further, at time t=t2, the main control part 60
sets a timer and starts a countdown. This state is realized
by the process by steps S223 and S224 illustrated in FIG.
9.
[0180] At time t=t3, when the counting is up in the main
control part 60, the main control part 60 causes the turn-
ing drive control unit 40 to execute drive control based
on a zero speed command. This is realized by the proc-
ess by steps S225, S226, and S250 illustrated in FIG. 9.
[0181] Thereby, according to the turning drive control
unit 40, by turning off drive control of the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 for an extremely short period of
time (here, 0.1 seconds) immediately before a stop of
rotation, it is possible to gradually reduce the rotation
speed of the rotation shaft 21a and stop the rotation shaft
21a with the rotational resistance of the turning electric
motor 21 and the turning mechanism 2. The rotational
resistance force applied on the rotation shaft 21a at the
time of this stop is extremely small and its temporal
change is slow compared with the braking torque applied
on the rotation shaft 21a by drive control based on a

speed command without turning off the drive control as
in the conventional way. Therefore, it is possible to cause
the braking torque of the turning electric motor 21 to be
smaller than before the time immediately before the stop
of rotation. Thereby, it is possible to provide a turning
drive control unit and a construction machine capable of
achieving a good, smooth ride at the time of a stop of
rotation with the occurrence of impact due to teeth hitting
due to the backlash of the turning mechanism 2 being
controlled. Further, since it is possible to control teeth
hitting due to the backlash of the turning mechanism 2,
it is possible to prolong the useful service life of the turning
mechanism 2.
[0182] Here, a description is given above of an oper-
ation in the case of the upper-part turning body 3 coming
to a stop from a clockwise turning state. An operation in
the case of the upper-part turning body 3 coming to a
stop from a counterclockwise turning state is only differ-
ent in the sign of the amount of control and is on the same
operation principle. Accordingly, a description thereof is
omitted.
[0183] Another turning drive control unit 40 is config-
ured to be capable of changing an allowable value input
to the torque limiting part 54, but otherwise, is based on
the above-described turning drive control unit 40 in con-
figuration. Therefore, the same components are given
the same characters referring to FIG. 8, and their de-
scription is omitted.
[0184] The main control part 60 causes the value of a
torque current command to be a 20% value of its maxi-
mum value for a predetermined short period of time im-
mediately before stopping the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21. A description is given below of
a procedure using FIG. 11.
[0185] FIG. 11 is a chart illustrating a procedure for
controlling the driving of the turning electric motor 21 by
the main control part 60 of the turning drive control unit 40.
[0186] In this process, in controlling the driving of the
turning electric motor 21, the main control part 60 uses
a clockwise turning flag and a counterclockwise turning
flag showing that the upper-part turning body 3 is turning
clockwise and counterclockwise. The clockwise turning
flag shows the presence or absence of the "forward ro-
tation," or the counterclockwise rotation of the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21, and the coun-
terclockwise turning flag shows the presence or absence
of the "reverse rotation," or the clockwise rotation of the
rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21.
[0187] The process illustrated in FIG. 11 starts at (1),
and the process of step S300 is first executed.
[0188] The main control part 60 determines whether
the value of a speed command is positive (step S300).
The speed command is input to the main control part 60
from the speed command conversion part 31. Therefore,
this process is a process executed by determining wheth-
er the value of the speed command input to the main
control part 60 from the speed command conversion part
31 is positive.
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[0189] If determining that the value of the speed com-
mand is positive, the main control part 60 sets both the
clockwise turning flag and the counterclockwise turning
flag to "0" (step S301). This is for resetting both flags.
[0190] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is positive (step S302). If de-
termining that the rotation speed is positive, the main
control part 60 sets the clockwise turning flag to "1" and
sets the counterclockwise turning flag to "0" (step S303).
This is because in this case, the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 is in forward rotation so that the
upper-part turning body 3 is turning clockwise.
[0191] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S350). Thereby, the upper-part turning body
3 is caused to turn clockwise.
[0192] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not positive in step S302 as well, the procedure
proceeds to step S350, and the main control part 60 caus-
es the turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving
of the turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the
speed command output from the speed command con-
version part 31 (step S350). This is the case where the
rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is zero or negative although a speed
command for forward rotation has been output from the
speed command conversion part 31, and specifically,
corresponds to the case where the upper-part turning
body 3 is stationary or being caused to turn counterclock-
wise by an external force although the operation lever
26A is being operated in the direction of clockwise turn-
ing.
[0193] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1).
[0194] If determining in step S300 that the speed com-
mand is not positive, the main control part 60 determines
whether the speed command is negative (step S310).
The speed command is input to the main control part 60
from the speed command conversion part 31. Therefore,
this process is a process executed by determining wheth-
er the value of the speed command input to the main
control part 60 from the speed command conversion part
31 is negative.
[0195] If determining that the value of the speed com-
mand is negative, the main control part 60 sets both the
clockwise turning flag and the counterclockwise turning
flag to "0" (step S311). This is for resetting both flags.
[0196] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is negative (step S312). If de-
termining that the rotation speed is negative, the main
control part 60 sets the clockwise turning flag to "0" and
sets the counterclockwise turning flag to "1" (step S313).
This is because in this case, the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 is in reverse rotation so that the
upper-part turning body 3 is turning counterclockwise.
[0197] Further, the main control part 60 causes the

turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S350). Thereby, the upper-part turning body
3 is caused to turn counterclockwise.
[0198] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not negative in step S312 as well, the procedure
proceeds to step S350, and the main control part 60 caus-
es the turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving
of the turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the
speed command output from the speed command con-
version part 31 (step S350). This is the case where the
rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is zero or positive although a speed
command for reverse rotation has been output from the
speed command conversion part 31, and specifically,
corresponds to the case where the upper-part turning
body 3 is stationary or being caused to turn clockwise by
an external force although the operation lever 26A is be-
ing operated in the direction of counterclockwise turning.
[0199] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1).
[0200] If determining in step S310 that the speed com-
mand is not negative, the main control part 60 determines
whether the clockwise turning flag is "1" (step S320). This
is for determining whether the upper-part turning body 3
is turning clockwise (the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is in forward rotation) with the speed
command being zero. This corresponds to, for example,
the case where the amount of operation of the lever 26A
is in the zero speed command region in order to come
to a stop from a clockwise turning state.
[0201] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is lower than a predetermined
set speed (S321). The predetermined set speed is ex-
tremely low, and is set to, for example, a 10% speed.
This is for determining whether the state is immediately
before a stop of rotation. The 10% speed is a rotation
speed in the case of the highest turning speed being a
100% speed.
[0202] If determining that the rotation speed is lower
than the set speed, the main control part 60 causes the
allowable value of the torque limiting part 54 to be value
T2, which is 20% of the maximum allowable value (step
S322). This is for causing a braking torque immediately
before a stop of rotation to be smaller than before the
time immediately before the stop of rotation by reducing
a torque current command value for driving the turning
electric motor 21 in the case of determining that the ro-
tation is immediately before coming to a stop.
[0203] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether or not the rotation speed is less than or equal to
zero (step S323). This is for determining whether or not
the rotation shaft 21a has stopped or reversed.
[0204] If determining that the rotation speed is less
than or equal to zero, the main control part 60 sets the
clockwise turning flag to "0" (step S324). This is because
the turning electric motor 21 has stopped.
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[0205] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S350). At this point, the speed command
is a zero speed command. Therefore, a braking torque
is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric
motor 21, so that the rotation speed of the rotation shaft
21a is controlled to be zero. Thereby, the upper-part turn-
ing body 3 is stopped. Therefore, the mechanical brake
23 is put into operation, so that the upper-part turning
body 3 is kept stationary.
[0206] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not less than the set speed in step S321 as well,
the procedure proceeds to step S350, and the main con-
trol part 60 causes the turning drive control unit 40 to
control the driving of the turning electric motor 21 in ac-
cordance with the speed command output from the speed
command conversion part 31 (step S350). This is the
state where a zero speed command has been output
from the speed command conversion part 31 so that a
braking torque is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 while the rotation speed during
the clockwise turning is more than or equal to the set
value. This corresponds to such a time as is immediately
after a release of the lever 26A during the clockwise turn-
ing.
[0207] Further, if it is determined in step S323 that the
rotation speed is not less than or equal to zero (that is,
the rotation speed is positive), the procedure proceeds
to step S300, and the procedure is repeatedly performed.
[0208] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1) (step S300).
[0209] If determining in step S320 that the clockwise
turning flag is not "1," the main control part 60 determines
whether the counterclockwise turning flag is "1" (step
S330). This is for determining whether the upper-part
turning body 3 is turning counterclockwise (the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21 is in reverse
rotation) with the speed command being zero. This cor-
responds to, for example, the case where the amount of
operation of the lever 26A is in the zero speed command
region in order to come to a stop from a counterclockwise
turning state.
[0210] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is higher than a predetermined
negative set speed (S331). The predetermined set speed
is extremely low, and is set to, for example, a -10% speed.
This is for determining whether the state is immediately
before a stop of rotation. The -10% speed is a rotation
speed in the case of the highest turning speed in the
reverse rotation direction being a -100% speed.
[0211] If determining that the rotation speed is higher
than the predetermined negative set speed, the main
control part 60 causes the allowable value of the torque
limiting part 54 to be value T2, which is 20% of the max-
imum allowable value (step S332). This is for causing a
braking torque immediately before a stop of rotation to

be smaller than before the time immediately before the
stop of rotation by reducing a torque current command
value for driving the turning electric motor 21 in the case
of determining that the rotation is immediately before
coming to a stop.
[0212] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether or not the rotation speed is more than or equal
to zero (step S333). This is for determining whether or
not the rotation shaft 21a has stopped or reversed.
[0213] If determining that the rotation speed is more
than or equal to zero, the main control part 60 sets the
counterclockwise turning flag to "0" (step S334). This is
because the turning electric motor 21 has stopped.
[0214] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S350). At this point, the speed command
is a zero speed command. Therefore, a braking torque
is applied on the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric
motor 21, so that the rotation speed of the rotation shaft
21a is controlled to be zero. Thereby, the upper-part turn-
ing body 3 is stopped. Therefore, the mechanical brake
23 is put into operation, so that the upper-part turning
body 3 is kept stationary.
[0215] If it is determined in step S330 that the counter-
clockwise turning flag is not "1," the procedure proceeds
to step S350, and the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S350). This is for causing a stopped state
due to a zero speed command or a stopped state due to
the mechanical brake 23 to be kept by the drive control
of the turning drive control unit 40 because turning is
stopped.
[0216] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not higher than the predetermined negative set
speed in step S331 as well, the procedure proceeds to
step S350, and the main control part 60 causes the turn-
ing drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the turning
electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed command
output from the speed command conversion part 31 (step
S350). This is the state where a zero speed command
has been output from the speed command conversion
part 31 so that a braking torque is applied on the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21 while the rotation
speed during the counterclockwise turning is less than
or equal to the set value. This corresponds to such a time
as is immediately after a release of the lever 26A during
the counterclockwise turning.
[0217] Further, if it is determined in step S333 that the
rotation speed is not more than or equal to zero (that is,
the rotation speed is negative), the procedure proceeds
to step S300, and the procedure is repeatedly performed.
[0218] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1) (step S300).
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[Description of Operation]

[0219] FIG. 12 is a characteristics chart for illustrating
an operation at a time when turning is stopped by the
drive control of the turning drive control unit 40. These
characteristics indicate temporal changes in a speed
command, a turning speed, and a drive torque (braking
torque) at a time when the upper-part turning body 3
comes to a stop from a clockwise turning state.
[0220] It is assumed that at time t=0, a turning opera-
tion input to the lever 26A of the operation apparatus 26
is a maximum amount in the clockwise direction, a 100%
speed command is output from the speed command con-
version part 31, the turning speed is a maximum speed
ωmax (rad/s) in the clockwise turning direction, and the
drive torque is T1 (N·m) , which is 20% of a maximum
drive torque Tmax.
[0221] The state of constant speed turning like this con-
tinues until time t=t1, and the upper-part turning body 3
is turning clockwise at constant speed. This state is re-
alized by the drive control process by step S350 illustrat-
ed in FIG. 11.
[0222] At time t=t1, when the lever 26A is returned to
a neutral position, the speed command output from the
speed command conversion part 31 becomes 0%, so
that feedback control is performed based on a deviation
between the speed command and the turning speed.
Therefore, the drive torque becomes a reverse-side max-
imum value "-Tmax" (that is, the braking torque at the
time of clockwise direction turning is maximized), so that
the turning speed gradually decreases from ωmax. With
a decrease in the turning speed, the braking torque is
gradually reduced from the maximum value (-Tmax). This
state is realized by the drive control step by step S350
illustrated in FIG. 11.
[0223] At time t=t2, when the turning speed is reduced
to a predetermined set value ω1, the main control part
60 sets the allowable value of the torque limiting part 54
to "-T2." Thereby, the rotation speed (turning speed) is
gradually reduced with a reduced braking torque applied
on the rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21.
This state is realized by the drive control process by step
S322 illustrated in FIG. 11.
[0224] At time t=t3, when the turning speed is made
zero by a first regenerative operation, the turning drive
control unit 40 is caused to execute drive control based
on a zero speed command. This is realized by the proc-
ess by step S350 illustrated in FIG. 11.
[0225] Thereby, according to the turning drive control
unit 40, it is possible to reduce the braking torque of the
turning electric motor 21 immediately before a stop of
rotation. The braking torque applied on the rotation shaft
21a at the time of this stop is extremely small and its
temporal change is slow compared with the braking
torque applied on the rotation shaft 21a by drive control
based on a speed command without turning off the drive
control as in the conventional way. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to provide a turning drive control unit and a con-

struction machine capable of achieving a good, smooth
ride at the time of a stop of rotation with the occurrence
of impact due to teeth hitting due to the backlash of the
turning mechanism 2 being controlled. Further, since it
is possible to control teeth hitting due to the backlash of
the turning mechanism 2, it is possible to prolong the
useful service life of the turning mechanism 2.
[0226] Here, a description is given above of an oper-
ation in the case of the upper-part turning body 3 coming
to a stop from a clockwise turning state. An operation in
the case of the upper-part turning body 3 coming to a
stop from a counterclockwise turning state is only differ-
ent in the sign of the amount of control and is on the same
operation principle. Accordingly, a description thereof is
omitted.

[Embodiment]

[0227] The turning drive control unit 40 of an embodi-
ment of the present invention has the same configuration
as the above-described turning drive control unit 40.
Therefore, the same components are given the same
characters referring to FIG. 8, and their description is
omitted.
[0228] The main control part 60 of the embodiment
causes a speed command to be a 20% value of its max-
imum value immediately before stopping the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21. A description
is given below of a procedure using FIG. 13.
[0229] FIG. 13 is a chart illustrating a procedure for
controlling the driving of the turning electric motor 21 by
the main control part 60 of the turning drive control unit
40 of the embodiment.
[0230] In this process, in controlling the driving of the
turning electric motor 21, the main control part 60 uses
a clockwise turning flag and a counterclockwise turning
flag showing that the upper-part turning body 3 is turning
clockwise and counterclockwise. The clockwise turning
flag shows the presence or absence of the "forward ro-
tation," or the counterclockwise rotation of the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21, and the coun-
terclockwise turning flag shows the presence or absence
of the "reverse rotation," or the clockwise rotation of the
rotation shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21.
[0231] The process illustrated in FIG. 13 starts at (1),
and the process of step S400 is first executed.
[0232] The main control part 60 determines whether
the amount of lever operation is positive (step S400). The
speed command based on the amount of lever operation
is input to the main control part 60 from the speed com-
mand conversion part 31. Therefore, this process is a
process executed by determining whether the amount of
lever operation is positive based on the value of the speed
command input to the main control part 60 from the speed
command conversion part 31.
[0233] If determining that the amount of lever operation
is positive, the main control part 60 causes drive control
to be executed based on the value of the speed command
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based on the amount of operation of the lever 26A (step
S401).
[0234] Next, the main control part 60 sets both the
clockwise turning flag and the counterclockwise turning
flag to "0" (step S402). This is for resetting both flags.
[0235] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is positive (step S403). If de-
termining that the rotation speed is positive, the main
control part 60 sets the clockwise turning flag to "1" and
sets the counterclockwise turning flag to "0" (step S404).
This is because in this case, the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 is in forward rotation so that the
upper-part turning body 3 is turning clockwise.
[0236] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S450). Thereby, the upper-part turning body
3 is caused to turn clockwise.
[0237] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not positive in step S403 as well, the procedure
proceeds to step S450, and the main control part 60 caus-
es the turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving
of the turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the
speed command output from the speed command con-
version part 31 (step S350). This is the case where the
rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is zero or negative although a speed
command for forward rotation has been output from the
speed command conversion part 31, and specifically,
corresponds to the case where the upper-part turning
body 3 is stationary or being caused to turn counterclock-
wise by an external force although the operation lever
26A is being operated in the direction of clockwise turn-
ing.
[0238] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1).
[0239] If determining in step S400 that the amount of
lever operation is not positive, the main control part 60
determines whether the amount of lever operation is neg-
ative (step S410). The speed command based on the
amount of lever operation is input to the main control part
60 from the speed command conversion part 31. There-
fore, this process is a process executed by determining
whether the amount of lever operation is negative based
on the value of the speed command input to the main
control part 60 from the speed command conversion part
31 is negative.
[0240] If determining that the amount of lever operation
is negative, the main control part 60 causes drive control
to be executed based on the value of the speed command
based on the amount of operation of the lever 26A (step
S411).
[0241] Next, the main control part 60 sets both the
clockwise turning flag and the counterclockwise turning
flag to "0" (step S412). This is for resetting both flags.
[0242] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed is negative (step S413). If de-

termining that the rotation speed is negative, the main
control part 60 sets the clockwise turning flag to "0" and
sets the counterclockwise turning flag to "1" (step S414).
This is because in this case, the rotation shaft 21a of the
turning electric motor 21 is in reverse rotation so that the
upper-part turning body 3 is turning counterclockwise.
[0243] Further, the main control part 60 causes the
turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving of the
turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the speed
command output from the speed command conversion
part 31 (step S450). Thereby, the upper-part turning body
3 is caused to turn counterclockwise.
[0244] In the case of determining that the rotation
speed is not negative in step S413 as well, the procedure
proceeds to step S450, and the main control part 60 caus-
es the turning drive control unit 40 to control the driving
of the turning electric motor 21 in accordance with the
speed command output from the speed command con-
version part 31 (step S450). This is the case where the
rotation speed of the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is zero or positive although a speed
command for reverse rotation has been output from the
speed command conversion part 31, and specifically,
corresponds to the case where the upper-part turning
body 3 is stationary or being caused to turn clockwise by
an external force although the operation lever 26A is be-
ing operated in the direction of counterclockwise turning.
[0245] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1).
[0246] If determining in step S410 that the speed com-
mand is not negative, the main control part 60 determines
whether the clockwise turning flag is "1" (step S420). This
is for determining whether the upper-part turning body 3
is turning clockwise (the rotation shaft 21a of the turning
electric motor 21 is in forward rotation) with the speed
command being zero. This corresponds to, for example,
the case where the amount of operation of the lever 26A
is in the zero speed command region in order to come
to a stop from a clockwise turning state.
[0247] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed (rad/s) represented by the value
of the speed command is higher than a predetermined
set speed ω1 (step S421) .
[0248] If the rotation speed (rad/s) represented by the
value of the speed command is higher than the prede-
termined set speed ω1, the value of the speed command
is set to value K1 for obtaining the predetermined set
speed ω1 (step S422). Thereby, the value of the speed
command is reduced.
[0249] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether the rotation speed is lower than the predeter-
mined set speed ω1 (S423). The predetermined set
speed ω1 is extremely low, and is set to, for example, a
10% speed. This is for determining whether the state is
immediately before a stop of rotation. The 10% speed is
a rotation speed in the case of the highest turning speed
being a 100% speed.
[0250] If it is determined in step S421 that the rotation
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speed (rad/s) represented by the value of the speed com-
mand is not higher than the predetermined set speed ω1,
the procedure proceeds to step S423.
[0251] The main control part 60 sets the value of the
speed command to a value that is the previous value of
the speed command minus a predetermined value δ (step
S424). This previous value of the speed command is the
value set in step S422. Therefore, the value of the speed
command is further reduced in step S424. The predeter-
mined value δ represents, for example, a 0.1% speed.
This predetermined value δ is a value used for gradually
reducing the value of the speed command (every time
the process is repeated), and may be set to any value.
[0252] The main control part 60 determines whether
the value of the speed command is less than or equal to
zero (step S425). This is for performing monitoring to
prevent the value of the speed command from becoming
negative (a value representing reverse rotation) since an
attempt is being made to put a stop.
[0253] If determining that the value of the speed com-
mand is less than or equal to zero, the main control part
60 sets the value of the speed command to zero (step
S426). This is for stopping the rotation shaft 21a by a
zero speed command.
[0254] The main control part 60 sets the clockwise turn-
ing flag to "0" (step S427). This is because the rotation
shaft 21a is stationary.
[0255] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1) (step S400).
[0256] If it is determined in step S423 that the rotation
speed is not lower than the predetermined set speed ω1,
the procedure proceeds to step S450. This is for perform-
ing deceleration with regular speed-command-based
control since the rotation speed is not sufficiently re-
duced.
[0257] Further, if it is determined in step S425 that the
value of the speed command is not less than or equal to
zero, the procedure returns to (1) (step S400).
[0258] If determining in step S420 that the clockwise
turning flag is not "1," the main control part 60 determines
whether the counterclockwise turning flag is "1" (step
S430). This is for determining whether the upper-part
turning body 3 is turning counterclockwise (the rotation
shaft 21a of the turning electric motor 21 is in reverse
rotation) with the speed command being zero. This cor-
responds to, for example, the case where the amount of
operation of the lever 26A is in the zero speed command
region in order to come to a stop from a counterclockwise
turning state.
[0259] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether a rotation speed (rad/s) represented by the value
of the speed command is lower than a predetermined set
speed "-ω1" (step S431).
[0260] If the rotation speed (rad/s) represented by the
value of the speed command is lower than the predeter-
mined set speed "-ω1," the value of the speed command
is set to value "-K1" for obtaining the predetermined set
speed "-ω1" (step S432). Thereby, the value of the speed

command is reduced.
[0261] Next, the main control part 60 determines
whether the rotation speed is higher than the predeter-
mined negative set speed "-ω1" (S433). The predeter-
mined negative set speed "-ω1" is extremely low, and is
set to, for example, a "-10% speed." This is for determin-
ing whether the state is immediately before a stop of ro-
tation. The "-10% speed" is a rotation speed in the case
of the highest turning speed in the reverse rotation direc-
tion being a "-100% speed".
[0262] If it is determined in step S431 that the rotation
speed (rad/s) represented by the value of the speed com-
mand is not lower than the predetermined negative set
speed "-ω1," the procedure proceeds to step S433.
[0263] The main control part 60 sets the value of the
speed command to a value that is the previous value of
the speed command plus a predetermined value δ (step
S434). This previous value of the speed command is the
value set in step S432. Therefore, the value of the speed
command is further increased in step S434. The prede-
termined value δ represents an increase in speed.
[0264] The main control part 60 determines whether
the value of the speed command is more than or equal
to zero (step S435). This is for performing monitoring to
prevent the value of the speed command from becoming
positive (a value representing forward rotation) since an
attempt is being made to stop.
[0265] If determining that the value of the speed com-
mand is more than or equal to zero, the main control part
60 sets the value of the speed command to zero (step
S436). This is for stopping the rotation shaft 21a by a
zero speed command.
[0266] The main control part 60 sets the counterclock-
wise turning flag to "0" (step S437). This is because the
rotation shaft 21a is stationary.
[0267] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1) (step S400).
[0268] If it is determined in step S433 that the rotation
speed is not higher than the predetermined negative set
speed "-ω1," the procedure proceeds to step S450. This
is for performing deceleration with regular speed-com-
mand-based control since the rotation speed is not suf-
ficiently reduced in absolute value.
[0269] Further, if it is determined in step S435 that the
value of the speed command is not more than or equal
to zero, the procedure returns to (1) (step S400).
[0270] When the above process ends, the procedure
returns to (1) (step S400).

[Description of Operation]

[0271] FIG. 14 is a characteristics chart for illustrating
an operation at a time when turning is stopped by the
drive control of the turning drive control unit 40 of the
embodiment. These characteristics indicate temporal
changes in a speed command, a turning speed, and a
drive torque (braking torque) at a time when the upper-
part turning body 3 comes to a stop from a clockwise
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turning state.
[0272] It is assumed that at time t=0, a turning opera-
tion input to the lever 26A of the operation apparatus 26
is a maximum amount in the clockwise direction, a 100%
speed command is output from the speed command con-
version part 31, the turning speed is a maximum speed
ωmax (rad/s) in the clockwise turning direction, and the
drive torque is T1 (N·m), which is 20% of a maximum
drive torque Tmax.
[0273] The state of constant speed turning like this con-
tinues until time t=t1, and the upper-part turning body 3
is turning clockwise at constant speed. This state is re-
alized by the drive control process by step S450 illustrat-
ed in FIG. 13.
[0274] At time t=t1, when the lever 26A is returned to
a neutral position, the speed command output from the
speed command conversion part 31 becomes the set
value K1, so that feedback control is performed based
on a deviation between the speed command and the ro-
tation speed. Therefore, the drive torque becomes a re-
verse-side maximum value "-Tmax" (that is, the braking
torque at the time of clockwise direction turning is max-
imized), so that the turning speed gradually decreases
from ωmax. With a decrease in the turning speed, the
braking torque is gradually reduced from the maximum
value (-Tmax). This state is realized by the drive control
step by step S450 illustrated in FIG. 13.
[0275] At time t=t2, when the turning speed is reduced
to a predetermined set value ω1, the value of the speed
command is gradually reduced from K1. Thereby, the
rotation speed (turning speed) is gradually reduced with
a reduced braking torque applied on the rotation shaft
21a of the turning electric motor 21. This state is realized
by the drive control process by step S424 illustrated in
FIG. 13. Between time t2 and time t3, the drive control
is based on a speed command whose value is gradually
reduced from K1 to zero (zero speed command).
[0276] At time t=t3, when the turning speed becomes
zero, the turning drive control unit 40 is caused to execute
drive control based on a zero speed command. This is
realized by the process by step S450 illustrated in FIG.
13.
[0277] Thereby, according to the turning drive control
unit 40 of the embodiment, immediately before a stop of
rotation, it is possible to cause the braking torque of the
turning electric motor 21 to be smaller than before the
time immediately before the stop of rotation. The braking
torque applied on the rotation shaft 21a at the time of this
stop is extremely small and its temporal change is slow
compared with the braking torque applied on the rotation
shaft 21a by drive control based on a speed command
without turning off the drive control as in the conventional
way. Therefore, it is possible to provide a turning drive
control unit and a construction machine capable of
achieving a good, smooth ride at the time of a stop of
rotation with the occurrence of impact due to teeth hitting
due to the backlash of the turning mechanism 2 being
controlled. Further, since it is possible to control teeth

hitting due to the backlash of the turning mechanism 2,
it is possible to prolong the useful service life of the turning
mechanism 2.
[0278] Here, a description is given above of an oper-
ation in the case of the upper-part turning body 3 coming
to a stop from a clockwise turning state. An operation in
the case of the upper-part turning body 3 coming to a
stop from a counterclockwise turning state is only differ-
ent in the sign of the amount of control and is on the same
operation principle. Accordingly, a description thereof is
omitted.
The present invention is not limited to the specifically
disclosed embodiment, and variations and modifications
may be made without departing from the scope of the
present invention as defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A turning drive control unit (40) configured to control
driving of a rotation mechanism (2) of a construction
machine driven to turn by an electric motor(21), the
turning drive control unit (40) comprising:

a speed command output part configured to out-
put a speed command driving the electric motor
(21) based on an amount of operation input via
an operation part (26) of the construction ma-
chine;
a rotation speed detection part (58) configured
to detect a rotation speed of the electric motor
(21); and
a drive command generation part (50) config-
ured to generate a drive command driving the
electric motor (21) based on the speed com-
mand output from the speed command output
part and the rotation speed detected by the ro-
tation speed detection part (58),
characterized in that
at a time immediately before a rotation stop of
the electric motor (21) caused as a result of the
amount of operation input via the operation part
(26) becoming zero, the speed command output
part causes the speed command to be a smaller
value than before the time immediately before
the rotation stop of the electric motor (21) so that
the drive command generation part causes a
braking torque of the electric motor (21) to be
smaller than before the time immediately before
the rotation stop of the electric motor (21).

2. The turning drive control unit (40) as claimed in claim
1, wherein when the amount of operation input via
the operation part (26) becomes zero so that the
drive command generated in the drive command
generation part (50) is caused to be zero, the drive
command generation part (50) generates the drive
command for driving the electric motor (21) at a pre-
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determined low speed until the time immediately be-
fore the rotation stop of the electric motor (21), and
at the time immediately before the rotation stop of
the electric motor (21), generates the drive command
driving the electric motor (21) based on the speed
command output from the speed command output
part and the rotation speed detected by the rotation
speed detection part (58), thereby causing the brak-
ing torque of the electric motor (21) to be smaller
than before the time immediately before the rotation
stop.

3. The turning drive control unit (40) as claimed in claim
2, wherein the drive command generation part (50)
controls driving of the electric motor (21) based on
a zero speed command causing the rotation speed
of the electric motor (21) to be zero when the rotation
speed detected by the rotation speed detection part
(58) becomes zero.

4. The turning drive control unit (40) as claimed in claim
1, wherein
before the time immediately before the rotation stop
of the electric motor (21), the speed command output
part (50) causes the speed command to be a set
value for driving the electric motor (21) at a prede-
termined low speed in response to the amount of
operation input via the operation part (26) becoming
zero, and
at the time immediately before the rotation stop of
the electric motor (21), the speed command output
part (50) gradually reduces the value of the speed
command from the set value to zero.

5. A construction machine, comprising:
the turning drive control unit (40) as claimed in any
of claims 1 to 4.

Patentansprüche

1. Drehantriebssteuereinheit (40), die konfiguriert ist,
um das Antreiben eines Drehmechanismus (2) einer
Baumaschine zu steuern, der durch einen Elektro-
motor (21) zu Drehung angetrieben wird, wobei die
Drehantriebssteuereinheit (40) Folgendes aufweist:

einen Geschwindigkeitsbefehlsausgabeteil, der
konfiguriert ist, um einen Geschwindigkeitsbe-
fehl auszugeben, der den Elektromotors (21)
antreibt, basierend auf einem Betätigungsbe-
trag, der über einen Betätigungsteil (26) der
Baumaschine eingegeben wird;
einen Drehzahldetektionsteil (58), der konfigu-
riert ist, um eine Drehzahl des Elektromotors
(21) zu detektieren; und
einen Antriebsbefehlserzeugungsteil (50), der
konfiguriert ist, um einen Antriebsbefehl zu er-

zeugen, der den Elektromotor (21) antreibt, und
zwar basierend auf der Geschwindigkeitsbe-
fehlsausgabe von dem Geschwindigkeitsbe-
fehlsausgabeteil und der Drehzahl, die durch
den Drehzahldetektionsteil (58) detektiert wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
zu einem Zeitpunkt unmittelbar vor einer Dreh-
unterbrechung des Elektromotors (21), die als
ein Ergebnis dessen verursacht wird, dass der
Betätigungsbetrag, der über den Betätigungsteil
(26) eingegeben wird, null wird, der Geschwin-
digkeitsbefehlsausgabeteil verursacht, dass der
Geschwindigkeitsbefehl ein kleinerer Wert wird
als vor der Zeit unmittelbar vor der Drehunter-
brechung des Elektromotors (21) annimmt, so
dass der Antriebsbefehlserzeugungsteil be-
wirkt, dass ein Bremsdrehmoment des Elektro-
motors (21) kleiner wird als vor dem Zeitpunkt
unmittelbar vor der Drehunterbrechung des
Elektromotors (21).

2. Drehantriebssteuereinheit (40) gemäß Anspruch 1,
wobei wenn der Betätigungsbetrag, der über den Be-
tätigungsteil (26) eingegeben wird, null wird, so dass
der Antriebsbefehl, der in dem Antriebsbefehlser-
zeugungsteil (50) erzeugt wird, veranlasst wird null
zu betragen, der Antriebsbefehlserzeugungsteil (50)
den Antriebsbefehl für das Antreiben des Elektromo-
tors (21) mit einer vorbestimmten niedrigen Ge-
schwindigkeit erzeugt, und zwar bis zu dem Zeit-
punkt unmittelbar vor der Drehunterbrechung des
Elektromotors (21), und zu dem Zeitpunkt unmittel-
bar vor der Drehunterbrechung des Elektromotors
(21) den Antriebsbefehl, der den Elektromotor (21)
antreibt basierend auf der Geschwindigkeitsbefehl-
sausgabe von dem Geschwindigkeitsbefehlsausga-
beteil und der Drehzahl erzeugt, die durch den Dreh-
zahldetektionsteil (58) detektiert wird, wodurch be-
wirkt wird, dass das Bremsdrehmoment des Elektro-
motors (21) kleiner als vor dem Zeitpunkt unmittelbar
vor der Drehungsunterbrechung ist.

3. Drehantriebssteuereinheit (40) gemäß Anspruch 2,
wobei der Antriebsbefehlserzeugungsteil (50) das
Antreiben des Elektromotors (21) basierend auf ei-
nem Nullgeschwindigkeitsbefehl steuert, der be-
wirkt, dass die Drehzahl des Elektromotors (21) null
ist, wenn die Drehzahl, die durch den Drehzahlde-
tektionsteil (58) detektiert wird, null wird.

4. Drehantriebssteuereinheit (40) gemäß Anspruch 1,
wobei vor dem Zeitpunkt unmittelbar vor der Dreh-
unterbrechung des Elektromotors (21) der
Geschwindigkeitsbefehlsausgabeteil (50) bewirkt,
dass der Geschwindigkeitsbefehl ein Einstellungs-
wert für das Antreiben des Elektromotors (21) mit
einer vorbestimmten niedrigen Geschwindigkeit ist,
und zwar ansprechend darauf, dass der Betäti-
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gungsbetrag, der über den Betätigungsteil (26) ein-
gegeben wird, null wird, und
zu dem Zeitpunkt unmittelbar vor der Drehunterbre-
chung des Elektromotors (21) der Geschwindigkeits-
befehlsausgabeteil (50) allmählich den Wert des Ge-
schwindigkeitsbefehls von dem Einstellungswert auf
null reduziert.

5. Baumaschine, die Folgendes aufweist:
die Drehantriebssteuereinheit (40) gemäß einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 4.

Revendications

1. Module de commande d’entraînement en rotation
(40) agencé pour contrôler l’entraînement d’un mé-
canisme de rotation (2) d’un engin de chantier piloté
pour tourner grâce à un moteur électrique (21), le
module de commande d’entraînement en rotation
(40) comprenant :

une partie de fourniture de commande de vites-
se agencée pour fournir une commande de vi-
tesse pilotant le moteur électrique (21) sur la
base d’une quantité d’actionnement introduite
par l’intermédiaire d’une partie d’actionnement
(26) de l’engin de chantier ;
une partie de détection de vitesse de rotation
(58) agencée pour détecter une vitesse de ro-
tation du moteur électrique (21) ; et
une partie de génération de commande d’en-
traînement (50) agencée pour générer une com-
mande d’entraînement pilotant le moteur élec-
trique (21) sur la base de la sortie de commande
de vitesse provenant de la partie de fourniture
de commande de vitesse et de la vitesse de ro-
tation détectée par la partie de détection de vi-
tesse de rotation (58),
caractérisé en ce que
à un instant situé immédiatement avant un arrêt
de rotation du moteur électrique (21) résultant
du fait que la quantité d’actionnement introduite
par l’intermédiaire de la partie d’actionnement
(26) devient nulle, la partie de fourniture de com-
mande de vitesse amène la commande de vi-
tesse à être à une valeur inférieure à celle avant
l’instant situé immédiatement avant l’arrêt de ro-
tation du moteur électrique (21) de sorte que la
partie de génération de commande d’entraîne-
ment amène un couple de freinage du moteur
électrique (21) à être plus petit qu’avant l’instant
situé immédiatement avant l’arrêt de la rotation
du moteur électrique (21).

2. Module de commande d’entraînement en rotation
(40) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lorsque la
quantité d’actionnement introduite par l’intermédiai-

re de la partie d’actionnement (26) devient nulle de
sorte que la commande d’entraînement générée par
la partie de génération de commande d’entraîne-
ment (50) est amenée à être nulle, la partie de gé-
nération de commande d’entraînement (50) génère
la commande d’entraînement pour piloter le moteur
électrique (21) à une vitesse basse prédéterminée
jusqu’à l’instant situé immédiatement avant l’arrêt de
la rotation du moteur électrique (21), et à l’instant
situé immédiatement avant l’arrêt de la rotation du
moteur électrique (21), génère la commande d’en-
traînement pilotant le moteur électrique (21) sur la
base de la commande de vitesse produite par la par-
tie de fourniture de commande de vitesse et de la
vitesse de rotation détectée par la partie de détection
de vitesse de rotation (58), amenant ainsi le couple
de freinage du moteur électrique (21) à être plus petit
qu’avant l’instant situé immédiatement avant l’arrêt
de la rotation.

3. Module de commande d’entraînement en rotation
(40) selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la partie
de génération de commande d’entraînement (50)
contrôle le pilotage du moteur électrique (21) sur la
base d’une commande de vitesse nulle amenant la
vitesse de rotation du moteur électrique (21) à être
nulle lorsque la vitesse de rotation détectée par la
partie de détection de vitesse de rotation (58) devient
nulle.

4. Module de commande d’entraînement en rotation
(40) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
avant l’instant situé immédiatement avant l’arrêt de
la rotation du moteur électrique (21), la partie de four-
niture de commande de vitesse (50) amène la com-
mande de vitesse à être à une valeur définie pour
piloter le moteur électrique (21) à une vitesse basse
prédéterminée en réponse au fait que la quantité
d’actionnement introduite par l’intermédiaire de la
partie d’actionnement (26) devient nulle, et
à l’instant situé immédiatement avant l’arrêt de la
rotation du moteur électrique (21), la partie de four-
niture de commande de vitesse (50) réduit progres-
sivement la valeur de la commande de vitesse à par-
tir de la valeur définie jusqu’à zéro.

5. Engin de chantier, comprenant :
un module de commande d’entraînement en rotation
(40) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à
4.
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